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 14 November 2006 
 

NAME Ima Student 

ASU ID 123-45-6789 

 
 

You have one hour and 15 minutes to complete the exam. 

Do not open the exam until you are instructed to do so. 

No notes, texts, computers, calculators, or communication devices are 

permitted. Write all answers on the examination paper itself. 

 

BUDGET YOUR TIME WELL! 

 

SHOW ALL WORK! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New  
Midterm 1  
Grade (out of 60) 

 New  
Midterm 2  
Grade (out of 60) 

 

  
Bonus: Canada has 10 provinces and three territories.  

Question 1 [20]  

Question 2 [20]  

Question 3 [10]  

Question 4 [10]  

Total [60]  
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[20 total] Question 1: Consider the language L = {aibjck : i > j and k=i-j}.   
[6] 1a) Show that L is not regular. 
 
Suppose to the contrary that L is regular, and let k be the constant 
specified by the pumping lemma.  Look at akb0ck-0. By the pumping lemma 
the string can be written as uvw. Because length(uv) < k, v must only 
contain a’s. Pump v 0 times: uv0w is ak-length(v)b0ck. Since length(v) > 0, k-
length(v) ≠ k, and uv0w is not in L; therefore L is not regular. 
 
[6] 1b) Show that L is context-free by giving a PDA for L. 

Note that after all a’s and b’s are processed, there must still be an A on the 
stack – this ensures that i > j. 
 
[8] 1c) Give a context-free grammar for L in Chomsky normal form. 
S → aSc | aFc 
F → aFb | λ 
 
S → aNc | aFc | ac 
N → aNc | F | ac 
F → aFb | ab 
 
S → AM | AC 
M → NC 
N → AM | AG | AC 
F → AG | AB 
G → FB 
A → a 
B → b 
C → c 
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 [20 in total] Question 2:  Let L be the regular language for the regular 
expression (ab)((ab)* ∪ (aba)+).   
[5]  2a) Give a regular grammar for L. 
 
First we note that since λ is in (ab)*, the above expression is the same as 
(ab)((ab)* ∪ (aba)*).   
 
S → aT 
T → bU | bV | b 
U → aM 
M → bU | b 
V → aP 
P → bQ 
Q → aV | a 
 
[5]  2b) Give an NFA-λ for L. 
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[5]  2c) Give an NFA for L. 

See either 2b or 2d.  Both are ok. 

[5]  2d) Give a DFA for L. 

State New State a New State b Start/Accept? 
{q0} {q1} ∅ Start 
{q1} ∅ {q2}  
{q2} {q3,q5} ∅ Accept 

{q3,q5} ∅ {q4,q6}  
{q4,q6} {q3,q7} ∅ Accept 
{q3,q7} {q5} {q4} Accept 

{q4} {q3} ∅ Accept 
{q3} ∅ {q4}  
{q5} ∅ {q6}  
{q6} {q7} ∅  
{q7} {q5} ∅ Accept 
∅ ∅ ∅  
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[10] Question 3.  Let L be a language and let Lrev denote the language 
{wrev : w ∈ L}. 
 
[5] 3a) Is Lrev  regular whenever L is regular? Answer `yes’ or `no’. Then 
give a justification to explain your answer. 
 
Yes. Recall the recursive definition of regular expressions: 

1. λ is an r.e. and any a in Σ (the finite alphabet)  is an r.e. 
2. If L and M are r.e.’s then so are (L U M), (LM), and L*. 
3. Every r.e. is the result of a fine number of applications of rule (2). 

This gives an inductive proof as follows: 
BASIS: λ = λrev and a = arev when a in Σ 
INDUCTION HYPOTHESIS: If L is a r.e. produced in k or fewer applications 
of rule (2), then Lrev is generated by an r.e. 
INDUCTION STEP: To prove: If L is a r.e. produced in k+1 applications of 
rule (2), then Lrev is generated by an r.e.  If L = MN, L = (M U N), or L = 
M*, then M and N are generated by r.e.’s using k or fewer steps and thus 
by the induction hypothesis, Mrev and Nrev are generated by r.e.’s.  
But (MN)rev = (NrevMrev), (M U N)rev = (Mrev U Nrev), and (M*)rev = ((Mrev)*), 
and hence Lrev is generated by an r.e. 
 
 
[5] 3b) Is Lrev  context-free whenever L is context-free? Answer `yes’ or 
`no’. Then give a justification to explain your answer. 
 
 
Yes.  Since L is CF, there is a CFG in Chomsky normal form whose 
language is L.  If we reverse the order of the right-hand sides of each rule 
in the grammar, we obtain another CFG (also in Chomsky normal form).  
The language of this new CFG is Lrev.  
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[10 in total] Question 4: Let La be the language over the alphabet 
{a,b} containing strings with more a’s than b’s, and Lb be the language of 
strings with more b’s than a’s. Let L = La ∪ Lb. 
 
[5] 4a) Can every string in L be pumped according to the conditions of 
the pumping lemma for regular languages?  Explain. 
 
Almost, but no (the question is really to produce an example that cannot 
be pumped).   
 
Consider string z in L.  If among the first k characters of z we find either ab 
or ba consecutively, then write z = uvw with v=ab or v=ba.  Since uviw 
always contains a different number of a’s and b’s, z can be pumped.  
Therefore if z cannot be pumped, it must start with at least k a’s or at least 
k b’s.  We can suppose without loss of generality that it starts with k a’s, 
because in the other case we can just interchange the role of a and b. If z 
has r a’s and s b’s and t is the length of v, we require that r + (i-1)t ≠ s for 
some integer value of t between 1 and k and every nonnegative integer 
value of i to ensure that there is a way to write z = uvw so that uviw is 
always in the language.  So if s-r is divisible by all integers between 1 and 
k, z cannot be pumped; otherwise it can be (in particular, if t does not 
divide s-r, choose v to contain t a’s).  
 
[5] 4b) Is L a regular language?  Explain. 
 
No.  If you explicitly produced a string in (a) that cannot be pumped, 
you’re done.  But here is an easier way: The complement of L is the set of 
all strings over {a,b} with the same number of a’s and b’s, and L is regular 
if and only if its complement is regular.  Suppose that the complement of L 
is regular; let k be the constant from the pumping lemma, and consider 
akbk.  Write it as uvw as in the pumping lemma – then v consists of one or 
more a’s.  But then uv2w is not in the complement of L, so the complement 
of L is not regular.  So L is not regular. 
 
 
 


